Compare barcodes sets of same size
In the following, we compared our randomly drawn barcodes, RN(n; |C|; d min ) (each code is the best found in 100 trials) with published barcodes. We considered the codes proposed by Bystrykh [1, Supplementary  Table S2 (Page 5,6)] of different lengths which are denoted with BY(n; |C|; d min ) and the codes obtained by barcrawl with BC(n; |C|; d min ). We further considered the BCH code of length 8 and d min = 4 used by Krishnan et al. [2] , denoted by BCH(n; |C|; d min ). Finally, we consider the best known linear codes, BL(n; d min ) over GF (4) of different lengths n. Note that the dimension is k ≥ 3 in order to get enough codewords. The best linear codes with the largest minimum distance can be downloaded via MAGMA [3] . Our goal is to compare the cardinalities of the barcode sets, therefore we fixed for different (n; d min ) the experimental constraints, the homopolymer length and the range of the GC content. The basic properties of all investigated barcodes are summarized in the paper (greedy approach for RN) or in Table S1 (non greedy approach).
For a fair comparison of the barcode sets with the Illumina set, we constrained the set size to |C| = 48. Therefore, we chose the code words with the best experimental constraints until the desired set size is reached. The experimental parameters of a barcode can be improved by expurgating improper code words, especially, this is necessary for linear codes. This also allows to trim a code to a certain size. To this end, we construct a new barcode from a another one, by deleting all code words that do not meet the constraints.. In the table the codes that had to be shortened are denoted with |C|=48 . The properties of the sets are presented in Table S2 . Please note that during the expurgation, the set was not optimized to minimize the errors. Table S2 . Properties of barcode sets (shortened to) same cardinality. The average (P e ) and the maximum error (P max ) are obtained over a non-symmetric channel defined in the Channel Model part.
For comparison we determine for each construction method and for each (n, d min ) the set which has the smallest mean error over the non-symmetric channel. Figure S1 . Distance distribution and average decoding error probability for barcodes of length 6 over the symmetric channel. Substitution rate p P e BY(7; 3) RN(7; 3) BC(7; 3) RN(7; 4) BC(7; 4) BL(7; 4) Figure S3 . Average decoding error probability for barcodes of length 7 over the symmetric channel. Figure S5 . Average decoding error probability for barcodes of length 8 over the symmetric channel.
